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FADE IN:

INT.WHITE ROOM - UNKNOWN TIME

SCHLONG, an old man wearing glasses sits in a chair all the

way to the left, in a completely white room. He wears a

white suit and white pants.

In the middle of the room is a long and wide table, which is

also white. It fills up most of the room. The room has no

doors and no windows.

On the other side of the room is TOOL, an 18-year-old girl

with blue hair. She sits in a chair and stares at Schlong as

he stares back at her.

SCHLONG

The beginning.

TOOL

Yes, the beginning. What is the

beginning?

SCHLONG

The beginning is when you think you

have an idea and start something.

TOOL

Let’s start.

SCHLONG

(slowly)

Are you ready for your test?

TOOL

Yes, I am. I am ready Schlong.

Schlong stands up and walks around the table to Tool. He

puts his hand out. Tool grabs his hand.

SCHLONG

Follow me to the next level.

TOOL

Where is the next level?

SCHLONG

It is located in a place far

greater than you can possibly

imagine.

While Schlong holds her hand, he leads her up onto the

table.
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SCHLONG

Lay down.

TOOL

Now?

SCHLONG

No, in one second.

Tool lays her body onto the huge table. Schlong crouches

down. He rips off Tool’s shirt. Then, he rips off her skirt

and throws it on the floor. Schlong stands over Tool and

slowly sits on top of her belly.

SCHLONG

How can I help you today, Tool?

TOOL

I have been having these aches in

my back. I don’t know what is

wrong. I fear that I might suffer

from insomnia.

SCHLONG

Have you ever been constipated

before?

TOOL

When I was 5 months old, yes.

SCHLONG

Have you ever seen a person fall of

a building and survive?

TOOL

Yes, 2 times.

SCHLONG

I think I know the problem.

TOOL

Can you fix it?

SCHLONG

Now only can I fix it, but I can

fix it myself.

TOOL

When will you fix it?

SCHLONG

When do you want me to fix it?
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TOOL

What’s the soonest I can make an

appointment?

SCHLONG

There is no need for an

appointment. You can be checked

right now.

TOOL

Thank you. This means a lot to me

and him.

SCHLONG

Who is him?

TOOL

Him is a guy.

SCHLONG

I knew it was a guy!

Schlong sniffs Tool’s mouth.

SCHLONG

Opne your mouth and say Aah!

Tool opens her mouth.

TOOL

Aah!

Schlong puts his arm down the throat of Tool. He moves his

arm around in her throat constantly. Pieces of metal can he

heard claterring as he moves around.

SCHLONG

I think I found the problem.

Schlong takes his arm out of Tool’s mouth. Her eyes widen as

she sees a vagina in the hand of Schlong. He places it down

on the table.

SCHLONG

It seems that you had a vagina

stuck in your throat.

TOOL

Gee Willikers!

SCHLONG

I am going to prescribe you some

medicine.
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TOOL

Do I have to take it?

SCHLONG

Only if you would like to.

TOOL

How do I take it? Is it a pill or

liquid?

SCHLONG

Well, this medicine comes in

different forms. You can take it as

a pill, liquid, antibiotic, vagina,

penis, rape, death of a first born,

or my favorite - masturbating.

TOOL

Wow, such a variety of choices!

What should I choose?

SCHLONG

Whatever makes your pain go away,

my sweet. I once had a vagina stuck

in my throat.

TOOL

Oh really? What happened?

SCHLONG

I had to take some medicine or else

the vagina would grow back.

TOOL

So, this is quite common?

SCHLONG

Oh yes. Vaginas have been growing

in human throats for years. It is

caused by sucking too much cock.

Tool starts to get up, but is thrusted down by Schlong’s

huge hand.

TOOL

What are you doing?

SCHLONG

This appointment isn’t over yet!

TOOL

Please, don’t hurt me. I didn’t

mean to grow a vagina in my mouth.
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SCHLONG

There is something I have to tell

you. Something you never knew. Not

only am I a doctor, but I am also a

pre-school teacher, a FBI Agent,

and a member of the VVV.

TOOL

The VVV? Oh my.... you don’t

mean...

SCHLONG

That’s right. The Vaginal Vagina

Virgins.

TOOL

What are you planning to do to me?

SCHLONG

What I do to all my patients, of

course.

TOOL

Fix me?

SCHLONG

Yes, fix you.

Schlong continues to hold Tool down and pulls down his pants

fast. Tool watches his metal penis move up, down, left, and

right.

TOOL

(scared)

What the hell is that?

SCHLONG

It is a metal penis. Half metal,

half penis, half metal penis.

TOOL

Please, don’t use it on my

defenseless little body. I don’t

want to be a victim.

SCHLONG

Victim? You are more than a victim.

TOOL

What I am then?

Schlong’s penis changes into the color of red.
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SCHLONG

Take off your clothes.

Tool takes off her underwear while Schlong looks into her

eyes. He smiles and slowly aims his metal penis into her.

She suddenly kicks his robotic penis, the top of it brakes

off. Nails fly out of Schlong’s penis.

Tool runs off the table and looks behind her.

SCHLONG

No! Look what you’ve done. Now I am

ruined. Ruined forever!

The vagina laying on the table suddenly starts to flap

rapidly. Tool watches in horror. Schlong runs to Tool and

slams her against the wall, then holds her there. The vagina

stops flapping.

TOOL

Look out!

SCHLONG

For what?

The vagina on the table starts to grow bigger and bigger.

Schlong shivers frantically.

SCHLONG

Noooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The vagina, now the size of the room, explodes with light

everywhere.

CUT TO:

EXT.CEMETERY - NIGHT

CLIT ORIS (18) looks down at a tombstone. It reads "Clito

Oris. !985 - 2009." Clit’s long blonde hair lies on the back

of her all black dress. Tears slowly flow down from her

eyes.

Next to Clit is her grandfather, PE NIS (90). He has glasses

on and is in a wheelchair wearing black pants and a white

shirt. Pe puts his hand on the shoulder of Clit.

PE NIS

I’m sorry for your loss.

Clit looks up to her grandfather.
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CLIT ORIS

Thanks grandpa. I’m sure my mom is

in a better place now.

Pe looks at Clit in confusion.

PE NIS

No, I meant I’m sorry for the loss

of your virginity. I drugged you

last night and butt fucked you

while you were asleep. I also was

tested positive for HIV too. It

just came into my mind right now.

CLIT ORIS

Oh, that’s okay.

CUT TO:

EXT.ROAD - NIGHT

Clit drives in the darkness with Pe in the passenger seat of

her black Lexus.

CLIT ORIS

Pe, whatever happened to my

Parakeet? You never told me.

PE NIS

Well, it’s along story. Tonight is

not a good night to talk about it.

CLIT ORIS

Please.

PE NIS

Alright, alright. Well, she died

with a vagina stuck in her throat?

CLIT ORIS

A vagina stuck in her throat? But

that’s impossible. I thought

vaginas could only get stuck in

between your legs?

PE NIS

Apparently, your parakeet sucked so

much cock that it grew a vagina in

her throat. Because of this, we

never saw her again.
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CLIT ORIS

Do you think she is still alive?

PE NIS

I don’t know. I tried looking for

her in the dumpster and couldn’t

find her.

CLIT ORIS

I miss her and all the good times

we had.

PE NIS

She was the first bird I ever had

sex with.

CLIT ORIS

How was it?

PE NIS

Oh, the usual. She did doggystyle

on me. At first it hurt, but I got

used to it.

CLIT ORIS

Me and her used to always play hide

and go seek. One time, she hid in

my vagina and I had no clue she was

in there.

PE NIS

Awww yes. Good times, Clit.

CLIT ORIS

I love you Pe.

PE NIS

I love you Clit. Can I ask you a

question?

CLIT ORIS

You can only ask if you have a

question.

PE NIS

What is it like to have a vagina?

Give me a list of advantages and

disadvantages?

CLIT ORIS

Hmm....I guess it is good because I

get to go to the circus for free.

All I have to do is show them my

(MORE)
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CLIT ORIS (cont’d)

vagina and they let me in. On the

other hand, I am not allowed to use

the men’s restroom. One time I was

caught using a urinal and I got

arrested for 1st degree murder.

Clit notices a homeless man, JUNG, holding a sign up that

reads "Special Deal." He wears dirty brown pants and has no

shirt on. His hair is messy and long.

Clit slams the break on the car. She pulls down her window.

Jung walks over to the car.

JUNG

My name is Jung.

CLIT ORIS

Hi. Do you need something?

JUNG

Yes.

Jung takes out a cup from his pocket. In the cup is a small

amount of sperm. Clit looks in the cup.

CLIT ORIS

What is that?

JUNG

Take this and rub it in your vagina

tonight while saying the word

"Cumdidiliumpsious."

CLIT ORIS

Why?

JUNG

It will bring you happiness. I

promise.

CLIT ORIS

How can I trust you?

JUNG

I used to be the president of the

United States of America.

CLIT ORIS

Okay.

Clit Oris takes the cup and drives off into the darkness.

Jung watches the car leave and smiles. He puts one of his

hands in his pants and takes out a picture of a vagina.
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JUNG

(to himself)

And so, it begins.

Jung lets go of the picture. The wind blows it far away, out

of reach for Jung. His hair blows in the wind as he watches

the picture disappear.

CUT TO:

INT.ORIS HOUSE - CLIT’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Posters of rock stars hang on the wall. Magazines lie all

over the floor. Clit sits in her bed. Pe walks into Clit’s

room and sits next to her.

PE NIS

Your mom would be very proud.

CLIT ORIS

For what? I am horrible at

everything.

Pe looks at Clit with a confused face.

PE NIS

No, I meant she would be proud of

me. I finally had butt sex with you

and successfully gave you HIV.

Pe stands up and leaves the room.

Clit looks at the cum in the glass next to her. She notices

the cum bubbling and takes it, placing it in her hand.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Here goes nothing

Clit takes her clothes off and throws them on the ground.

She takes the cum out of the cup, onto her hand. She rubs it

against her vagina. Clit starts breathing heavily.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Cumdidiliumpsious!

Suddenly, the head of a baby sticks out of her vagina,

looking at her. Clit looks down.
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CLIT ORIS

(frightened)

Aaaaaaahhhhhhh

BABY

(frightened)

Aaaaaahhhhhhhhh

The baby slips its head right back into Clit’s vagina. A

bumblebee flies in through the window of Clit’s room and

stings the bottom of her vagina. Clit blacks out.

CUT TO:

EXT.ORIS HOUSE - FRONT YARD - NIGHT

Pe stands outside of the house. He holds a lighted cigarette

in his hand. On the front yard is a big doghouse. Inside the

dog house is BONE-HER, the family dog. His eyes are closed.

Pe puts the cigarette in his mouth and looks towards the dog

house. Bone-Her opens his eyes and looks at Pe. He smiles at

the dog.

PE NIS

You are such a beautiful dog. Did I

ever tell you that?

BONE-HER

Woof!

PE NIS

You know, I don’t know what to do

with Clit. Her life has been going

downhill ever since her mother

died.

BONE-HER

Woof!

PE NIS

What do you think? What could I do

to make her happy?

BONE-HER

Woof!

PE NIS

Yeah, I guess it would be nice to

give her a flower or something.

Pe takes his cigarette out of his mouth and flicks it to the

side of him. He stares at the ground.
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The cigarette lands on top of a squirrel. The squirrel

squeals in pain as it burns to death. Pe does not notice and

continues to stare at the ground.

PE NIS

So, Bone-Her, are you ready for

some fun tonight?

BONE-HER

Woof!

Pe lifts his face up and smiles at Bone-Her.

PE NIS

Let’s go!

CUT TO:

INT.DOG HOUSE - NIGHT

Pe lays on his stomach, on top of Bone-Her, naked. Bone-Her

lays on his back with his legs wide open. His erect hairy

penis moves itself up and down. Pe looks behind him at

Bone-Her’s penis.

PE NIS

Stick it in me!

Pe takes Bone-Her’s penis and places it in his ass. Pe looks

at the face of Bone-Her.

PE NIS

Fuck me!

Bone-Her intensely slams his penis into the ass of Pe.

PE NIS

(screeching)

Oh yeah! Fuck me baby!

Pe’s ass cheeks make hard slapping noises as the penis of

Bone-Her slams in and out of him.

BONE-HER

Woof!

PE NIS

Cum into me, Bone-Her. Please, cum

into me!

Suddenly, Pe urinates all over the face of Bone-Her.
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BONE-HER

FUCK!

Bone-Her slips his penis out of Pe and shoots cum all over

his ass. Pe looks down at Bone-Her.

PE NIS

It’s my turn now!

Pe slowly backs off of Bone-Her’s body. He opens the legs of

Bone-Her and sticks his erect penis into his ass.

PE NIS

You like that?

BONE-HER

Woof!

Pe moves back and forth as Bone-Her’s eyes widen up.

BONE-HER

Woof! Woof! Woof! Woof! Woof!

PE NIS

That’s right, take it!

Pe suddenly cums into the ass of Bone-Her. It drips out of

him slowly and sizzles to the ground. Bone-Her lifts his

head up and licks the face of Pe.

PE NIS

I had a great time tonight,

Bone-Her. Maybe if you are free

again, we can have more fun.

BONE-HER

Woof!

INT.ORIS HOUSE - CLIT’S BEDROOM - MORNING

The alarm next to Clit’s bed goes off. She opens her eyes up

slowly. Clit looks at her alarm, which reads "7:45am." She

turns the alarm off. A phone lies next to her.

On her forehead is a post-it stamp. She takes it off. It

reads "Had butt fuck with you again last night. Sorry for

your second loss." Clit grabs a pen near her and writes on

the back of the post-it "It’s okay."

CUT TO:
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INT.DOG HOUSE - DAY

Pe opens his eyes. He looks around. Bone-Her is gone.

PE NIS

(scared)

Bone-Her! Where are you?

EXT.ORIS HOUSE - FRONT YARD - DAY

Pe crawls out of the dog house and looks up. Bone-Her is

seen. He stands on top of a tree branch with a noose in his

hand. He puts the noose over his head and ties a knot to the

top of the tree.

PE NIS

What are you doing Bone-Her? Get

down here right now!

BONE-HER

Woof!

Bone-Her jumps off the tree, the rope tugs back on his neck

and a sharp crack is heard. Bone-Her ls hung on the tree

motionless. Pe runs to the body of Bone-Her. He lifts up the

penis of Bone-Her and starts to suck it.

Clit walks out the front door and watches Pe suck the penis

of Bone-Her.

CLIT ORIS

Pe, what are you doing?

PE NIS

Can’t you see? Our precious little

dog died.

CLIT ORIS

How?

Pe cries.

PE NIS

(crying)

He always told me that he was

afraid of heights. I knew I

shouldn’t have let him climb this

dam tree.

CLIT ORIS

I’m going to be late for school. We

better get going.
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PE NIS

(crying)

Okay, just let me taste some of

Bone-Her’s cum first.

CUT TO:

EXT.SCHOOL - FRONT YARD - DAY

Pe parks Clit’s black lexus in front of the school. Kids of

all ages play in the grass.

INT.SCHOOL - CLIT’S CAR - DAY

Pe, in the driver seat, turns to Clit, who is sitting in the

passenger seat. Her backpack lies in front of her.

PE NIS

You have a good day today.

CLIT ORIS

I will grandpa, I promise.

PE NIS

Remember, if anyone makes fun of

you, get yourself expelled. After

that, we will run away together and

get married.

CLIT ORIS

Sounds great.I think it is illegal

to marry a girl with no penis

though.

PE NIS

It is illegal, but don’t worry. I

have friends that solve all my

problems.

CLIT ORIS

Wow, you’re so cool grandpa. I wish

I had a penis like you.

PE NIS

Maybe on your birthday I will buy

you one. Who knows? You might get

one for Christmas or D-Day.

Pe sticks his tounge into Clit. He swings his tounge all

around her mouth. They stop kissing. Clit opens her door and

walks out. She then closes it and smiles at Pe.
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CLIT ORIS

(happily)

Bye grandpa. I love you!

Pe smiles back at her.

PE NIS

(happily)

No, you don’t.

Pe drives off.

EXT.SCHOOL - PLAYGROUND - DAY

Clit smiles as Pe turns around the corner and drives away.

Suddenly, a crippled guy in a wheelchair, MIKE HAWK, taps

Clit on the shoulder. She turns around and smiles at him.

CLIT ORIS

Hello, Mike. How are you doing

today?

MIKE HAWK

I’m in a fucking wheelchair. How do

you think I’m doing?

CLIT ORIS

Well, it could be worse. You could

have a burnt face.

MIKE HAWK

My face is burnt. That is the

reason my parents through me out of

the house. Because of my ugliness,

I am alone.

Clit places her hand on the hand of Mike.

CLIT ORIS

I’ll always be your friend. You

know that.

Mike punches Clit in the stomach.

CLIT ORIS

Owww!!!!!! What was that for?

MIKE HAWK

Sorry, I am allergic to hand

touching. Whenever someone touches

my hand, I have to punch.
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CLIT ORIS

I never knew that about you.

MIKE HAWK

You don’t know anything. You’re an

idiot.

Mike pushes his scooter past Clit and rides away from her

slowly.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Well, that was rude.

CUT TO:

INT. SCHOOL - LOCKER ROOM - DAY

Clit walks into the locker room. She is alone. She goes to

the first locker and opens it. Pe crawls out of the locker

and lands, face first, on the floor. Clit looks down in

astonishment,

CLIT ORIS

Pe, what are you doing here? You

could get in trouble.

Pe gets up and rubs himself off.

PE NIS

Clit, I have something to tell you.

CLIT ORIS

What is it?

PE NIS

The moon. It isn’t just a circle.

It is a circular circle.

Clit tilts her head to the side and starts to bite her

fingernails.

CLIT ORIS

I’m scared.

PE NIS

Don’t worry, Clit. Soon we will go

to the moon and make sure that we

survive the pending attack on

earth.
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CLIT ORIS

I know a place where we can buy

nuclear weapons.

PE NIS

Where? Tell me this secret that you

have.

CLIT ORIS

Go to the janitor in room 69. Tell

him to give you the "special deal."

After that, he will deliver you a

nuclear bomb.

PE NIS

When will it arrive?

CLIT ORIS

In about 4-5 weeks, depending on

the brand.

PE NIS

Very good. We will survive this

attack, Clit. If not, we will not

survive this attack.

Pe runs out of the locker room and takes a left turn.

Clit pulls some books out of her locker, closes it, and

carries the books out of the locker room. The door stays

open.

The locker of Clit suddenly opens up slowly by itself. Out

of the locker crawls out Jung. In his hand is a square cube

of frozen sperm.

He looks around and eats the cube of sperm. His body shrinks

to the size of a cockroach.

JUNG

Hahaha!

Jung runs through the open door and out of the locker room

instantly.

CUT TO:
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INT.SCHOOL - CLASSROOM - DAY

The desks all face the front of the class. WOMB WOMB (18),

african american, stands in front the class with a paper in

her hand.

The teacher, MR. CUNT LICKER (45), sits down in his desk to

the left of Womb. He has think short brown hair and is

straightening his glasses.

Clit sits in the back of the class wearing a short blue

skirt and a white tank top. The door to the classroom opens.

Pe walks in with a bag in his hand.

PE NIS

(to Mr. Cunt Licker)

Sorry for interrupting. I just came

to give Clit her hot dog and bun.

MR. CUNT LICKER

(to Pe)

Take your time.

Pe skips over to Clit’s desk and places the lunch on her

desk. He takes his pants off and frolics out of the room.

Clit puts her hand in the bag. She takes out a picture that

shows Pe’s penis in her butt. Clit smiles.

MR. CUNT LICKER

(to Womb)

You may begin Womb.

WOMB WOMB

(to Mr. Cunt Licker)

Thank you Mr. Cunt Licker.

Womb winks at Mr. Cunt Licker, he winks right back at her.

WOMB WOMB

My hero in life is Mr. Cunt Licker.

He has always been there for me

since the day we first had anal

sex, which was when I was 3 months

old. I wish more guys could be like

him. Thank you.

The class claps. Womb sits down back in her seat.

MR. CUNT LICKER

Okay, next we have....... Clit

Oris. Come on up.

Clit walks up to the front of the class. She has no paper in

her hand.
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MR. CUNT LICKER

(to Clit)

Clit, where is your paper? You do

know that you had a homework

assignment last night, right?

CLIT ORIS

(to Mr. Cunt Licker)

I’m sorry Mr. Cunt Licker. I had to

go to a funeral last night. My mom

died.

MR. CUNT LICKER

(to Clit)

I don’t care. I once had to have

sex with Womb without her mother

noticing, and I did it easily. If I

can do that, you should have been

able to do your homework. Now sit

down!

Clit walks slowly back to her seat. She lies her head down

on her desk.

MR. CUNT LICKER

Okay who’s next on the list. Let’s

see..... about---

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Me!

Mr. Cunt Licker looks up, Clit looks up at the same exact

time.

MR. CUNT LICKER

(to Clit)

Is there something you wanted to

say Clit?

CLIT ORIS

(to Mr. Cunt Licker)

I didn’t say anything. Honestly.

MR. CUNT LICKER

(to Clit)

If I hear another peep out of

you, I will butt fuck you just

like your grandpa!

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Mr. Cunt Licker)

Don’t you threaten my daughter!

Mr. Cunt Licker looks up at Clit in suspicion.
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CLIT ORIS

(to Mr. Cunt Licker)

I have to go to the bathroom.

CUT TO:

INT.SCHOOL - HALLWAY - DAY

Clit walks fast in the hallway. She turns a corner and bumps

into PRINCIPAL SNATCH (56). He has a short, brown,

moustache. He wears a set of huge thick glasses, a blue

baseball hat, black pants, and a black shirt.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Watch where you’re going!

CLIT ORIS

Sorry, Principal Snatch. I just

have to really go to the bathroom

really bad.

Clit starts to move around him, but he blocks her way.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

We have to talk.

CLIT ORIS

Now? But I have to go to the

bathroom.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Your pussy can wait.

CLIT ORIS

No, it can’t

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Do I have to write you a detention

for being a big meany?

CLIT ORIS

(sighing)

No, you don’t.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Your grandpa called me yesterday

and told me what happened. I’m very

sorry for your loss.

CLIT ORIS

Thanks. I know she wasn’t a perfect

mom, but she was good enough for

me.
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Principal Snatch smiles.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Putting that aside, your grades are

horrible right now.

CLIT ORIS

I know. I don’t know what to do.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

I know what you could do.

CLIT ORIS

What?

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Get better grades.

CLIT ORIS

Wow, that’s a good idea. You are

very smart. Want to spend time

along with me?

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Only when my wife isn’t home.

Principal Snatch smiles.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Maybe you could stay after school.

A lot of kids have improved greatly

in school because of determination.

CLIT ORIS

I don’t think so. I have stuff to

do after school.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Like what? What could be more

important than your education?

CLIT ORIS

I have to mourn.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

About tomorrow?

CLIT ORIS

Tomorrow I have to play chess.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

The day after tomorrow?
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CLIT ORIS

I have to dress as a yellow flower.

Principal Snatch rubs his face and shakes his head.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

I can’t help you, unless you help

me. Now, tell me a good time for

you to stay after school.

CLIT ORIS

In 80 years. I will be free and we

will study hard.

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

That’s not going to cut it, Clit.

If you don’t get good grades, you

will end up very mean, lonely, ande

evil.

CLIT ORIS

Like you?

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Exactly. Like me!

CLIT ORIS

About this. I will stay after

school in 4 years, 9 months, 5

minutes, and 21 seconds. Deal?

PRINCIPAL SNATCH

Deal.

Principal Snatch and Clit shake hands.

CUT TO:

INT.SCHOOL - BATHROOM - DAY

Clit looks in the mirror and breathes heavily.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

I must be losing my mind.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

No, you aren’t.

Clit runs into one of the bathroom stalls and locks the

door. She sits on the toilet, crying.
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CLIT ORIS

Who is that?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It’s me, your mother.

CLIT ORIS

Mother? But it can’t be.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It is.

CLIT ORIS

Okay. Where are you?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I have been reincarnated into your

vagina.

Clit pulls her skirt down and waves to her vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Oh, you look very pretty.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Thank you.

CLIT ORIS

How was your day today?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

We don’t have time to talk. I am

going to die soon if you don’t help

me.

CLIT ORIS

What do you need?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

In 5 days you are going to have

your period. If this happens, I

will be drowned and fade away to a

different vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina!

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Exactly. Oh your vagina!

CLIT ORIS

How can I help? I am just a little

girl.
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

There is a sacred tree near here

called "The Vagina Tree." In the

tree is a scared place where the

Queen of vaginas lives. Her name is

QUEEN VAGINA. She will help you

save me.

CLIT ORIS

But I don’t know how to drive any

other car except my own.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Don’t worry. I have magical vagina

powers.

CLIT ORIS

Wow! You’re the best mom!

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Okay. What I need you to do is slap

your left tit 3 times. After, say

the words "Tit pit spit."

CLIT ORIS

I don’t know if I can do it, it

sounds scary.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Trust me.

CLIT ORIS

Okay.

Clit takes her tank top off and quickly slaps her left tit 3

times.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Tit pit spit.

Clit puts her tank top back on.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

There you go. Now you know how to

drive other cars.

CLIT ORIS

I feel stronger now. I can do

anything.
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Don’t leave yet. I sense that you

need to urinate.

CLIT ORIS

I don’t think s--

Pee starts to come out of Clit’s vagina. She looks down at

her vagina in amazement.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina! I didn’t even know I

had to urinate. This is so amazing.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I’m hungry.

CLIT ORIS

Don’t worry mom. I got chocolate

mousse.

Clit puts her right hand up her ass and digs deep.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Ughhhh! Oh yeah!!!! Funnnnkkkk!!!!

She takes out a huge chunk of her own feces from her butt.

She shoves the feces into her vagina.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(while eating)

This is grreeaaaaaatt

Clit pulls her skirt up and heads out the bathroom.

CUT TO:

EXT.SCHOOL - PARKING LOT - DAY

Clit looks for a car in the school parking lot to steal.

There are all sorts of cars, from Mercedes to Jaguars, in

the parking lot. Clit notices an OLD LADY, with fluffy white

hair, in a wheelchair opening the door to her red tractor.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

Should I get that car?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

Yes. I like it.
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Clit scratches her head in curiosity.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

How did you know what car I was

talking about?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

I could sense it.

Clit runs up to the old lady and sucker punches her in the

face. She falls down, bleeding from her ears.

OLD LADY

(scared)

What do you want from me?

Clit pulls her skirt down and stands over the old lady. She

then crouches down. Her vagina eats the face of the old

lady. Clit stands back up while putting her skirt back on.

All that is left of the old lady’s face is bones.

CLIT ORIS

Thanks mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I love you pumpkin.

Clit goes onto the driver seat of the tractor. She looks

down at the old lady.

CLIT ORIS

Darn.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

What is it my special little girl?

CLIT ORIS

I don’t have the key. It’s

hopeless.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I think not!

Clit’s vagina spits out a key. She raises it in the air and

a smiles.

CLIT ORIS

How did you get this?
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

The old lady was hiding the key to

the tractor in her left ear. I knew

it right away.

Clit puts the key in the ignition and starts the engine to

the tractor.

CUT TO:

INT.PHARMACY - DAY

Pe walks into a pharmacy wearing a Santa suit. His red pants

and huge red coat jiggles as we walks.

He passes by isles to the front counter. At the counter is

DR. RAPE (19). Her brown hair is in a bun and she wears a

white jacket with a black skirt.

PE NIS

Hi.

DR. RAPE

Hi, how can I help you today.

PE NIS

I’m trying to look for lubricant

and condoms to rape my

granddaughter. Would you happen to

know which section I would find

this in?

DR. RAPE

Hmmm, let me check in the computer.

Dr. Rape goes into the back door behind her. Pe picks dead

skin off of his lips as he waits.

INT.PHARMACY - BACK ROOM - DAY

Dr. Rape opens the door to the back room and closes it

behind her. The room is dark. All that lies in the room is a

computer on the ground. The screen is blue.

DR. RAPE

Computer, where is the isle to get

materials to rape granddaughters.

Silence.
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DR. RAPE

Are you sure?

Silence.

DR. RAPE

Okay. Thank you.

INT.PHARMACY - DAY

Dr. Rape comes back out. She points to an isle labeled "RAPE

GRANDDAUGHTER ISLE."

DR. RAPE

Over there, sir.

Pe looks over in the direction of Dr. Rape’s finger.

PE NIS

Thank you.

INT.PHARMACY - RAPE GRANDDAUGHTER ISLE - DAY

Pe picks more skin off of his lips as he looks at the

millions of condoms and lubricants stacked next to each

other on the shelves.

Standing next to him is POLICE OFFICER FINGER (40). Her hair

is long and dark black. She wears her police uniform.

PE NIS

What do you recommend?

POLICE OFFICER FINGER

I’m not sure. This is the first

time I have shopped here. It’s hard

to find the right rape tools. Do

you agree?

PE NIS

You got that right. Are you buying

this for yourself?

POLICE OFFICER FINGER

Oh no. This is for my

granddaughter. She is going to rape

her granddaughter tonight.

PE NIS

I just wish I could try these

lubricants out before buying it. I

(MORE)
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PE NIS (cont’d)

hate stores that rip people off

with their fancy prices and looks.

POLICE OFFICER FINGER

My granddaughter is using the

women’s bathroom right now. You

want to try it on her?

PE NIS

Really? That would be so nice of

you if I could.

POLICE OFFICER FINGER

Sure.

PE NIS

I have to buy a condom first,

though.

Pe takes a wrapped up condom off the shelf. The front of the

plastic reads "RAPE CONDOM." Pe turns it over and looks at

the back.

PE NIS

(reading description)

May cause diarrhea, nausea, or AIDS

if not used properly.

Police Officer Finger looks at the condom Pe holds.

POLICE OFFICER FINGER

That’s the best. My grandfather

used it on me when I was little.

PE NIS

Yep, this is the one for me. Let’s

go to your granddaughter, shall we?

POLICE OFFICER FINGER

Yes, let us go.

Pe starts to walk away, but Police Officer Finger grabs his

arm tightly.

PE NIS

Something wrong?

She puts a bottle of lubricant labeled, "RAPE LUBRICANT" in

the hand of Pe.
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PE NIS

Oh course! I forgot all about that.

Thank you very much. You are a kind

lady.

CUT TO:

EXT.COUNTRYSIDE - ROAD - DAY

The wind blows through Clit’s hair as she looks at the open

space in front of her while driving. The flowers, all

different colors, on both sides of the road brush against

each other.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

There!

CLIT ORIS

Where?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

To your left.

Clit stops the tractor and looks to the left. She sees a big

tree, gleaming in the sunlight. It’s branches are dark

brown, but leaves are bright pink.

CLIT ORIS

It’s beautiful!

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Yes, I used to go there all the

time, but I never told you or

anyone for that matter.

CLIT ORIS

Why not? This is such a beautiful

place. I would’ve loved to always

go here.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It’s complicated. Don’t worry about

it now.

Clit opens the tractor door and runs to the tree.
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EXT.COUNTRYSIDE - THE VAGINA TREE - DAY

Clit feels the body of the tree. She circles around it,

smiling. She soon stops circling.

CLIT ORIS

It’s beautiful. How do I enter such

a tree?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

To enter the Vagina Tree, you must

slap your right tit 3 times and say

the words "Fuck suck luck."

CLIT ORIS

Okay. It sounds hard though.

Clit takes off her tank top. She closes her eyes and quickly

slaps her right tit 3 times.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Fuck suck luck.

Clit opens her eyes to see a hole has appeared on the

outside of the tree. The hole is the exact height of Clit.

She puts her tank top back on and looks in.

CLIT ORIS

I don’t see anything. It’s too

dark.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Go in.

CLIT ORIS

But, it doesn’t look very safe.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I would never do anything to hurt

you, hun. Trust me.

CLIT ORIS

I’m scared!

INT.THE VAGINA TREE - DAY

Clit slips inside the tree on her stomach. She slides

through wet and pink fluids.
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INT.THE VAGINA TREE - THE PINK ROOM - DAY

Clit is thrown off the slippery slide and tossed on her

face.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Ouch!

Clit slowly gets up and looks in front of her, where a long

skinny hallway can be seen.

CLIT ORIS

What is this place?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

This is The Pink Room. It is where

women go to be reincarnated into

vaginas.

CLIT ORIS

Are all women reincarnated into

vaginas?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Of course not. Only the women who

have vaginas are reincarnated into

a vagina.

CLIT ORIS

So, you mean....

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I’m afraid so dear. But you have a

long life ahead of you. Don’t worry

about such a thing.

INT.THE VAGINA TREE - HALLWAY - DAY

Clit walks slowly along the skinny roadway to another room

that seems to glow with pink. Water starts to drip from the

top of the ceiling of the hallway.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina! What’s happening?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

You have awaken her...... Queen

Vagina.
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INT.THE VAGINA TREE - QUEEN VAGINA’S ROOM - DAY

Clit walks into the room in front of her. In the room are

gooey pink walls, all dripping with cum out of there little

pours.

On the wall, in front of her, is Queen Vagina. She is a 10

ft. tall vagina stuck to the wall, glowing with pinkish

colors.

QUEEN VAGINA

Who dares come into my vagina tree

and awaken me?

CLIT ORIS

It is I - Clit Oris. I have come to

save my mother from being drowned

by my vicious period.

QUEEN VAGINA

Oh really? And what is the name of

your so-called "mother?"

CLIT ORIS

Her name is Clito Oris. She told me

to come here and save her before

she drowns in my blood.

QUEEN VAGINA

Do you have any proof of this?

CLIT ORIS

Yes.

Clit pulls her skirt down.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Queen Vagina)

Remember me Queen Vagina? You said

I would become my daughter’s vagina

after we had that talk.

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clito)

Yes. Please forgive me. I recently

had my period a few hours ago. It

was so much blood that I almost

lost my memory.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Queen Vagina)

Can you tell my daughter what to do

and help me before it is too late?
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QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clito)

Maybe.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Queen Vagina)

Do whatever you must.

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

Come over in front of me Clit.

Clit walks up right in front of Queen Vagina.

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

Now, put your hands into me.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

How can I trust you? What if

something bad happens?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

I’m a vagina. Why shouldn’t you

trust me?

Clit slowly puts her hands into Queen Vagina. She moves her

arms around, but feels nothing. Clit quickly takes them out.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

Why did you make me do that?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

In order to help you, my child. I

have your DNA now and will be able

to give you magical vaginal powers.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

Wow, you really mean it?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

Why yes. Stand still.

Queen Vagina shoots cum and blood out of her hole, onto

Clit. She becomes soaking wet.
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QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

Now you will be able to use your

magical vaginal powers. Use them

wisely. You only have 3 magical

powers.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

What exactly can I do?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

If you think of the penis of a

horse, you will have the ability to

fly. Try it.

Clit closes her eyes and thinks very hard. Suddenly, her

body starts to lift off the ground. She opens her eyes in

amazement.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

What else can I do?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

If you think of the penis of your

father, you will be able to return

to this place by teleportation.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

What’s my last power?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

If you let your mother drink the

water of a gay criminal from

Transylvania, you will be able to

become invisible for 5 minutes.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

Thank you so much Queen Vagina. I

wish there was something I could

give back to you in return.

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

You already have. Me and your

grandpa butt fucked you last night.
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CLIT ORIS

(To Queen Vagina)

Okay.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

Sweetheart, are you ready to hear

your task.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

Yes.

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

There is a city near here called

"Poo Tang." Go there. When you

arrive, find a man by the name of

PINK ’N WET. He has a special

medicine that will stop you from

getting another period ever again.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

How will I know what he looks like?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

He has the head of a cat and the

body of a human. Be careful though,

he has been known to seduce women

who have a vagina.

CLIT ORIS

(to Queen Vagina)

I am ready. Thanks again for all

your help Queen Vagina. How do I

get out of this place?

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

Close your eyes and think of a man

with a hairy vagina.

Clit pulls her skirt back up and closes her eyes.

EXT.COUNTRYSIDE - THE VAGINA TREE - DAY

She opens them back up and smiles. The air brushes against

her face. Pink leaves all to the ground swiftly and softly.
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CLIT ORIS

Well mom, it’s me and you against

the world.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Don’t let me down Clit. I know you

can do anything if you put your

mind into it.

CLIT ORIS

Really mom?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Well, except school....and staying

a virgin......and being able to

read.

CLIT ORIS

Awwww, thanks mom.

Clit looks up into the sky and closes her eyes.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

What are you doing? Thinking about

being butt fucked?

Clit opens her eyes back up.

CLIT ORIS

No silly. I am trying to think of a

horse penis. Please be quiet while

I do this.

Clit closes her eyes and starts to float in the air. With

her eyes still closed she pushes herself straight ahead into

the sky.

EXT.SKY - DAY

Clit gracefully floats through the sky with her eyes still

closed. Blue birds fly and sing happily below them.

CLIT ORIS

Mom, I forgot to ask Queen Vagina

something. Where is Poo Tang city?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

North.

CLIT ORIS

How do you know for sure?
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I can smell it from here.

CLIT ORIS

I never knew you could smell so

well. How is that possible?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It is a long story, hun. To tell

you the truth, even I don’t know

how it happened.

CLIT ORIS

If you ever found out how it did

happen, would you tell me?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Of course, my angel.

CUT TO:

INT.ORIS HOUSE - CLIT’S BEDROOM - DAY

Pe enters Clit’s bedroom. He turns his head to look all

around the room. Then, he takes his cell phone out of his

Santa pants. He dials a number.

NURSE JIZZ

(on phone)

Hello, this is the hospital. My

name is Nurse Jizz. How may I help

you today?

PE NIS

(in phone)

I can’t find my granddaughter. I

think she might be there with you.

Is she?

NURSE JIZZ

(on phone)

Let me check. This might take a few

hours.

PE NIS

(in phone)

That’s fine.

NURSE JIZZ

(on phone)

No, your granddaughter was never

here before. You might want to

check the library and post office.
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PE NIS

(in phone)

Where is that located?

NURSE JIZZ

(on phone)

It should be somewhere around you.

Try asking a friend.

PE NIS

(in phone)

Thanks.

Pe hangs up the call.

CUT TO:

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - SECOND FLOOR - BINGO ROOM - DAY

Pink ’N Wet (43), sits down in a chair, at a table in front

of 10 ELDER WOMEN. His head is that of a cat, with the color

black on one side and white on the other. He wears a white

doctor suit and pants.

PINK ’N WET

The next number is B4.

TWAT (35), african american, wearing an all blue suit, opens

the door to the bingo room and walks over to Pink ’N Wet.

TWAT

(whispering)

Sir, can I talk to you outside?

PINK ’N WET

(whispering)

Sure.

Pink ’N Wet gets up from his seat.

PINK ’N WET

(to the elders)

I will be back momentarily ladies.

Please talk quietly while I do

something.

Twat leaves the room. Pink ’N Wet follows and closes the

door behind him.
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INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - SECOND FLOOR - HALLWAY - DAY

PINK ’N WET

What is it?

TWAT

It seems that a vagina is heading

our way. And it is coming at light

speed.

PINK ’N WET

A vagina? What are we talking about

here? Type 1, 2, 3? What type?

TWAT

It’s worse than we thought. It’s

type 9.

PINK ’N WET

Type 9!!!!

TWAT

I’m afraid so, sir. What do you

suppose we do?

PINK ’N WET

Well, wait a minute! What if you

are wrong and it is just a mistake?

TWAT

I’m not the one who came to this

conclusion. The vagina radar in

space did.

PINK ’N WET

The vagina radar? This is worse

than my wildest imaginations.

TWAT

I already called up my mother, she

said there is nothing she can do

about it.

PINK ’N WET

I’ll call President VA-JAY-JAY. He

surely knows how to stop this

catastrophe.

TWAT

You don’t have to, sir. I already

called him. He is going to take a

plane from Washington and arrive

here in approximately 2.5 minutes.
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PINK ’N WET

Very good. Tell him to meet me in

my office.

TWAT

Yes, sir.

PINK ’N WET

This is unbelievable. Remember the

last vagina to come here?

TWAT

Yes, sir. I will not let another

vagina ruin this city.

CUT TO:

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - SECOND FLOOR - MAIN OFFICE - DAY

President Va-Jay-Jay (67) walks into the office of Pink ’N

Wet. He has a brown wig on and a sagging face. He wears

black pants, yellow shoes, and a white shirt.

Pink ’N Wet sits in his chair, behind his desk, as he

watches President Va-Jay-Jay come in.

PINK ’N WET

Mr. President, please, have a seat.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Thank you.

President Va-Jay-Jay sits down in a chair, opposite of Pink

’N Wet.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

I bought you a present on my way

over here.

PINK ’N WET

Really? What?

President Va-Jay-Jay takes out a can of cat food from his

pocket. He places it on the desk of Pink ’N Wet.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

This is the finest cat food in the

world. I had to stop in China to

get it.
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PINK ’N WET

Why thank you President Va-Jay-Jay.

I will treasure this can of cat

food forever.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

I am very glad you like it.

PINK ’N WET

Would you like anything to drink

Mr. President? Urine?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Yes, please.

Pink ’N Wet takes a cup out of a drawer in his desk. He

opens his pants up and urinates in it. He places the cup of

urine on the desk and zips his pants back up. The president

starts to drink it.

PINK ’N WET

Mr. President, it seems that we

have a problem.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

What exactly is this problem you

speak of?

PINK ’N WET

A vagina is heading towards the

city of Poo Tang. It is coming here

at full speed.

The president spits out the urine in disgust.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Good god! This is serious! Have you

warned the vice president?

PINK ’N WET

Not yet. I called him and he said

he would be in here approximately

10 hours.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Oh my! This is not good at all.

PINK ’N WET

I know. We are all worried.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

How did you find out about this

vagina?
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PINK ’N WET

We used our vagina radar in space.

It is able to detect any incoming

vaginas that we are unaware of.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Fascinating! I never knew such a

thing existed.

PINK ’N WET

We were able to buy it, but it cost

a lot to get it. I had to pay with

500 cans of cat food.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

I’m sorry to hear that.

PINK ’N WET

It’s okay, Mr. President. I grow my

own cat food.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Tell me more about this vagina

radar you speak of. How did it come

about?

PINK ’N WET

Back in the 1900’s there was a

mayan woman named, VAGINANATOR. She

was rumored to have 4 five vaginas.

One in between her legs, one in her

left ear, one in her right ear, and

one in her butt. She built the

vagina radar.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

How in the world was she able to

have so many vaginas? It’s

impessible!

PINK ’N WET

Rumor has it that she got fucked so

many times in the ears and butt,

they turned into vaginas. Oh, do

you mind if I use the bathroom for

a second?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Go right ahead. I will wait here.

Pink ’N Wet gets up from his seat and walks over to the side

of President Va-Jay-Jay. He unzips his pants and urinates

all over the president’s face. When he is done, he zips is

pants back up and walks back to his chair, then sits down.
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PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Is Vaginanator still alive today?

PINK ’N WET

I’m afraid not. She died and turned

into a vagina herself. Her body is

somewhere in the Red Sea. No one

has ever found her.

CUT TO:

INT.ORIS HOUSE - CLIT’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Pe sits in Clit’s bed. He holds a RAT in his hand. Pe pulls

down his pants to reveal his erect penis.

PE NIS

You like that, don’t you?

RAT

Hisssssssss!!!!!!!!!!!!

Pe powers the rat and puts his penis in the mouth of it. He

holds his penis in one hand and moves the rat in and out

with the other.

Thick cum squirts into the rat’s mouth. The rat slowly gets

bigger as more and more cum is stuffed into it.

CUT TO:

EXT.SKY - NIGHT

Clit still flies in the sky as the light slowly goes away.

As she flies, an island starts to appear below, in the front

of her.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I need rest Clit. Go to that island

below us. We will sleep there for

the night.

CLIT ORIS

Okay. How much longer until we get

to Poo Tang city?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

We are halfway there.
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CLIT ORIS

How do you know?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I can smell it.

EXT.ISLAND - NIGHT

Clit lands safely on the island and for the first time in a

long time, opens her eyes. Sand lies everywhere on the

ground. Big palm trees lay in the middle of the island. The

ocean water brushes against the sand.

CLIT ORIS

It’s like neverland. Don’t you

think mom?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I don’t know hun, I can’t see with

your skirt in my way.

Clit raises her skirt up.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Oh! It is quite nice. Reminds me of

your vagina.

Clit continues to raise her skirt with one hand and bends

down. With the other hand, she waves to her vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Thanks mom.

Clit sits on her butt and looks up at the sky. Stars sparkle

with colors of yellow and white. A meteor runs through the

stars with the color of red.

CLIT ORIS

Mom, there is something I have been

meaning to ask you?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

What is it, dear? You can talk to

me about anything. I’m your mother.

CLIT ORIS

How did you die? I tried to

convince the undertaker to tell me

by showing him my vagina and

letting him fuck me, but he

wouldn’t say.
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It’s a long story, but I will put

it short for you. I was walking on

the beach one day, when I saw an

apple.

CLIT ORIS

What kind?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

A homemade one. It was the best

looking apple I ever seen. I wanted

to shove it in my vagina.

CLIT ORIS

What happened after that?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Well, I was walking over to the

apple and slipped on a banana.

CLIT ORIS

What kind of banana?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It was also homemade.

CLIT ORIS

Oh. So, you died because you

slipped on a homemade banana?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Not quite. After I slipped and fell

on my back, a big piece of horse

shit dropped into my mouth from the

sky. I choked on the horse shit to

death. I didn’t realize horses flew

on planes, but I know better now.

CLIT ORIS

Well, mother, I am glad you are

with me right now. Nothing could

make me happier.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I have a gift for you. Close your

eyes and squeeze out as much milk

from your breasts as you can.

CLIT ORIS

Why?
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I’m a vagina, trust me.

Clit takes her tank top off, closes her eyes, and squeezes

her breasts as hard as she can. A drop of milk comes out of

each one. Clit opens her eyes and sees a small toy-like gun

in front of her. She picks it up.

CLIT ORIS

What is this?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It is a special kind of gun, only a

woman who has a vagina can use it.

CLIT ORIS

Does it have a name?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Yes. The name of this sacred gun is

the Puss-E. It originates all the

way back from when I first had

vaginal sex with your brother.

Clit looks around the small gun, flipping it and turning it

around in circles.

CLIT ORIS

Where do the bullets go in?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It has no bullets, hun. This gun

does a much different action. If

you shoot someone with this gun,

their head will turn into a vagina

and then, they will die.

CLIT ORIS

This is the best gift you haver

ever given me mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

What about the birth of life?

CLIT ORIS

That’s second best. This is the

first best.

CUT TO:
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INT.WHITE ROOM - UNKNOWN TIME

Schlong sits in a chair to the very left of a room

completely white. Tool sits opposite of him in a chair, to

the very left of the room.

In the middle of them is a long and wide table that is

white.

SCHLONG

The middle.

TOOL

What’s the middle?

SCHLONG

This is the middle. It is the point

in time when we think about all of

what we have just seen.

TOOL

What have we seen?

SCHLONG

Things. Pictures that connect to

one another in order to make a

story.

TOOL

But what does it all mean?

SCHLONG

A picture can mean many things. One

might think of a flower as

something beautiful, yet, ugly.

TOOL

Do you think this middle is ugly?

SCHLONG

I don’t know. All I know is that

the middle is the time in which we

think of what has just happened.

TOOL

But nothing has happened? Has it?

SCHLONG

Things have happened. These things

are what make stories live. Things

are what make stories end. Things

are things.
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TOOL

Do you want to continue?

SCHLONG

Only if the end is coming. With no

end, there is no beginning or

middle.

CUT TO:

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - MAIN OFFICE - DAY

A fat pig sits in the corner of the room. Pink ’N Wet and

President Va-Jay-Jay stare at the pig. VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

walks into the room. He is very obese and bald. He wears a

blue top hat, red sweater, and black pants.

PINK ’N WET

(to Vice President Cooch)

Awww yes. You arrived. Please, have

a seat.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Pink ’N Wet)

Don’t mind if I do.

Vice President Cooch drags the pig in the corner of the

room, next to President Va-Jay-Jay. The pig falls to the

floor, on its stomach.

Vice President Cooch drops his fat body on top of the pig’s

head. The head of the pig explodes. Its blood slowly drips

down from the wall.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vice President Cooch)

How was your flight Vice President

Cooch?

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Fine, thank you. Sorry I am late. I

had to make a stop in Egypt and say

hello to my wife.

PINK ’N WET

(to Vice President Cooch)

Vice President, we have some

troubled news for you.
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VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Pink ’N Wet)

What has happened? I heard

something about a vagina, but don’t

understand.

PINK ’N WET

(to Vice President Cooch)

A vagina is heading towards the

city of Poo Tang. We know this

because our vagina radar in space

detected it.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Pink ’N Wet)

Well, why are we standing around

here. Shouldn’t we warn my

5-year-old daughter?

PINK ’N WET

(to Vice President Cooch)

I already called her. She is

leaving at this very moment on the

fastest jet the White House has.

She told me she would arrive here

in a couple of days.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vice President Cooch)

May I remind you, Vice President,

that we might have to go into World

War 3 with this vagina? It could

destroy the entire world as we know

it.

PINK ’N WET

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

I think we should get some rest for

the night. Tomorrow, if we are

still non-vaginas, we will call in

the U.S. navy.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Pink ’N Wet)

But what if we are vaginas tomorrow

morning? What will become of us?

PINK ’N WET

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

We will have to move away from Poo

Tang city and make our own city.

Our kids will be re-named to Anal,

Oral, and Vaginal. After that,

there’s no going back.
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VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Pink ’N Wet)

Sounds like a good plan to me.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vice President Cooch)

I agree.

CUT TO:

EXT.ISLAND - NIGHT

Clit continues to sit on the island shore while looking at

the glowing stars above. A MAGICAL BEAVER pops out next to

her. He smiles.

MAGICAL BEAVER

(singing to Clit)

I am the magical beaver. I like to

play. Follow the road and follow

everyday. If you go to the wrong

place, I will cry and make a beaver

face.

The beaver suddenly explodes into millions of pieces. Blood

gets all over Clit, the sand, and the water. Pieces of

beaver meat get stuck in the trees.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

Mom?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Yes, dear? Something you want to

ask?

CLIT ORIS

Do you like beavers?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Excuse me?

CLIT ORIS

Beavers. Do you like beavers?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Why yes. I love beavers.

CLIT ORIS

I love beavers too mom. Let’s

promise each other that we will

always love beavers.
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I promise I will always love

beavers. All shapes and all sizes

as well.

Clit lies down on the sand. She covers her whole body in

sand.

CLIT ORIS

Goodnight mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Goodnight daughter.

CLIT ORIS

Your the best.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

No, I’m a vagina.

EXT.ISLAND - MORNING

Clit wakes up. The sun slowly rises at the end of the ocean.

Clit smiles at it and rub her vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Wake up mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I’m up, I’m up.

CLIT ORIS

How did you sleep?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Very good. Some worms crawled in

your vagina while you were asleep,

so I ate them up.

CLIT ORIS

Okay.

Clit closes her eyes.

CLIT ORIS

(whispering to herself)

Horse penis. Horse penis. Horse

penis.

Clit’s body lifts off the ground and she flies away into the

distance of the blue sky.

CUT TO:
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INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - SECOND FLOOR - CHAT ROOM - DAY

Pink ’N Wet, the president, and vice president sit in chairs

around a circular table in an empty room. On the table, in

front of each of the men, is a cup of coffee.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Pink ’N Wet)

Can I have some cream in my coffee?

PINK ’N WET

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Certainly.

Pink ’N wet walks over to President Va-Jay-Jay’s cup. He

pulls his pants down and starts to masturbate himself. Cum

flies out and plops into the coffee of President Va-Jay-Jay.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Pink ’N Wet)

Gracias.

Pink ’N Wet pulls his pants back up, walks back to his seat,

and sits down.

PINK ’N WET

So, I got an update at what

whereabouts of the vagina. Last

night, it stopped moving for a

short amount of time.

Unfortunately, it has begun to move

again this morning. Ideas?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Pink ’N Wet)

I called GENERAL MUFF yesterday

night. He should arrive here

momentarily. On the phone, he told

me everything would be alright.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

General Muff? Are you mad? Mr.

President, he was sued for bringing

his wife’s vagina into the White

House.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vice President Cooch)

I trust him. He knows what he’s

doing. Besides, if anything should

happen, we always have backup.
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PINK ’N WET

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Backup? What kind of backup are we

talking about here?

He smiles and looks into the eyes of Pink ’N wet

distinctively.

The door to the room opens. MOTHER URETHRA (32) walks in.

She wears a black scapular, a coif over her head, and a

veil. She slowly walks over to an empty chair and sits down.

Pink ’N wet looks at President Va-Jay-Jay in disgust.

PINK ’N WET

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

You’re mad! You can’t do this.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Pink ’N Wet)

I can do whatever you want. If you

ever a problem with it, I will let

you leave and turn into a vagina.

MOTHER URETHRA

(to Pink ’N Wet)

Do not worry. The lord will have

mercy on your soul, that is, if I

let him.

CUT TO:

EXT.SKY - DAY

Clit arrives to the city of Poo Tang. Buildings are side by

side with each other. Thousands of cars drive close to one

another.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

We’re here.

CLITO ORIS

I can’t believe we finally got

here. What does it look like mom?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It’s like being in heaven. Ohh, if

only you could see it.

CLIT ORIS

Where is that guy located? Pink ’N

Wet?
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

He works at the elder daycare

center in the city. Find it, and

you will find him.

CLIT ORIS

How do you know that for sure?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I can taste it.

CLIT ORIS

Okay.

EXT.CITY STREETS - DAY

Clit lands herself safely on the ground on the city streets.

She turns to the side of her to see a 2-story building,

labeled "ELDER DAYCARE CENTER." She puts her hand under her

skirt. She pulls her Puss-E gun out from her vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Mom, what floor is Pink ’N Wet on?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I am not sure, it is hard to tell.

You must go in and find out

yourself.

CLIT ORIS

I’m scared.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Don’t worry Clit. The vagina will

be with you, always.

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - FIRST FLOOR - HALLWAY - DAY

Clit opens the door to the Elder Daycare Center. On her left

are glass windows. She looks inside. Elders play poker in

the glass window she looks in. Clit looks to the right of

her and sees an elevator.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

This must be the wrong floor.

Clit hits the up button on the side of the elevator. The

elevator door makes a ding sound and opens. Inside the

elevator are two BABY GIRAFFES, having anal sex with each

other.
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INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - ELEVATOR - DAY

Clit walks in the elevator and hits the 2 button. The

elevator door closes.

The giraffes continues to have anal sex.

GIRAFFE#1

Oh yeah! Fuck me harder cousin. You

know you fucking like that.

GIRAFFE#2

I think I’m about to cum, oh....

here it goes.

CLIT ORIS

What are you both doing?

GIRAFFE#2

(to Clit)

Can’t you see I am fucking my

brother? Fuck!

CLIT ORIS

It’s just kinda gross. Can’t you do

it somewhere else?

GIRAFFE#2

Shut up or leave!

Yellow cum splashes in the butt of the giraffe being

sodomised. The yellow cum drips off out of his anus slowly.

Clit looks at the penis of the giraffe who cummed. It is

covered with yellow cum and feces.

The elevator makes a ding sound. The door opens up. Clit

walks out.

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - SECOND FLOOR - HALLWAY - DAY

The elevator door closes. She looks to the right of her and

sees a door open. The elevator behind her opens again. She

turns around.

A baby giraffe has his mouth over another gbaby giraffe’s

penis. Cum drips lowly down the face of the giraffe who

sucks the penis. The elevator closes.

Clit turns her head back to the room. Pink ’N Wet stands

right in front of her face.
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PINK ’N WET

Can I help you?

Clit raises the Puss-E gun to the face of Pink ’N Wet.

CLIT ORIS

Give me the special medicine to

save my mother.

PINK ’N WET

(scared)

What? What medicine? I have no clue

what you are talking about?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

You heard my daughter! Get the

medicine right now!

Pink ’N Wer looks down at Clit’s vaginal area, covered by

her skirt. He then looks up at her.

PINK ’N WET

Did your vagina just talk?

Clit punches Pink ’N Wet in the face. He stumbles back, but

still stands. He starts to slowly walk backwards.

PINK ’N WET

Now, calm down. We can work this

out. Just put down the gun.

Mother Urethra comes from behind Clit and hits her in the

back of the head with a frying pan. She falls to the floor.

Pink ’N Wet runs into the room with the open door and closes

it. Mother Urethra goes on top of Clit.

She punches the side of her head constantly. Clit rolls over

and kicks Mother Urethra off of her. She runs towards Clit,

but is kicked int he face. She falls down flat on her back.

Clit aims the aun at her head and shoots. Mother Urethra’s

head shrinks. A head-sized vagina quickly grows in the place

of her head and explodes.

Clit runs towards the closed door and slams her fist on it

hard.

CLIT ORIS

Open up right now! Come on!

The door quickly opens. Pink ’N Wet stands right in the

entrance with a pistol pointed to Clit’s head.
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PINK ’N WET

Not so smart now, are you?

CLIT ORIS

What are you going to do? Kill me?

You know dam well you can’t do

that.

PINK ’N WET

Why is that?

Clit quickly snatches the pistol from the hand of Pink’N Wet

and aims it towards him. She also holds up the Puss-E gun to

his face as well.

CLIT ORIS

Take me to the medicine now!

PINK ’N WET

Okay, okay, okay. I’ll go get it

right now.

Clit throws the pistol on the floor. She grabs Pink ’N Wet

by the neck of his shirt and drags him out the door. She

aims the gun behind him.

CLIT ORIS

Start walking!

Pink ’N Wet starts to walk down the hall.

CLIT ORIS

What floor is it on?

PINK ’N WET

The first. I swear. Please,

whatever you do, don’t turn my head

into a vagina.

Clit turns the man towards the elevator. She hits the down

button on the side. They wait. She continues to aim the

Puss-E gun at the back of his head.

The elevator door opens. Inside, yellow cum drips

everywhere. It drips from the sides of the elevator and the

top as well. Pink ’N Wet walks in. Clit follows.
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INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - ELEVATOR - DAY

Clit hits the 1 button. The elevator door closes. She takes

a huge chunk of yellow cum on the wall and throws it on the

back of Pink ’N Wet’s head. The elevator makes a ding sound.

The doors open.

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - FIRST FLOOR - HALLWAY - DAY

Pink ’N Wet walks out of the elevator. Clit still has the

Puss-E gun pointed to his head. He turns left and walks down

the hallway. Pink ’N Wet stops at a door labeled "VAGINAL

MEDICINE."

He takes a key out of his pocket and unlocks the door.

PINK ’N WET

Can I go now? What else do you want

from me?

CLIT ORIS

Show me exactly where the medicine

is!

PINK ’N WET

It’s in the room!

CLIT ORIS

Where in the room? Don’t play dumb

with me?

PINK ’N WET

Dumb? I never heard of that game

before.

CLIT ORIS

Go in the room and show me the

medicine right now!

PINK ’N WET

Or else what?

CLIT ORIS

Or else I am going to turn your

head into Pu-Tang pie.
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INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - FIRST FLOOR - VAGINAL ROOM - DAY

Pink ’N Wet walks into the room. He walks straight ahead and

picks up a box that reads "VAGINA#5667." He slowly walks

back and places it on the ground in front of Clit.

CLIT ORIS

Leave! If I ever see your face

again, I will turn those cat

whiskers into cat vaginas.

PINK ’N WET

I’m sorry.

CLIT ORIS

I said leave! Get out!

Pink ’N Wet runs past Clit.

CUT TO:

EXT.CITY STREETS - DAY

He runs out of the Elder Daycare center.

CUT TO:

INT.ELDER DAYCARE CENTER - FIRST FLOOR - VAGINAL ROOM - DAY

Clit grabs the box and shoves her Puss-E back in her vagina.

She closes her eyes.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

My father’s penis. My father’s

penis. My father’s penis.

CUT TO:

INT.THE VAGINA TREE - QUEEN VAGINA’S ROOM - DAY

Clit opens her eyes to see she is back in the room if Queen

Vagina. The room lights up with pink. Queen Vagina lights up

bright pink. Cum slowly drips down the pours of the walls.

CLIT ORIS

Queen Vagina, I have come back

witht he medicine you needed.
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QUEEN VAGINA

Very good. Place it in me.

Clit walks up to Queen Vagina. She drops the box and opens

it. Inside is a little tiny ounce of black powder in bag.

She takes the powder and places it inside Queen Vagina.

QUEEN VAGINA

(frantically)

Awwwwww!!!!!!!!!!!

Blood starts to drip down from the pours of the room. Queen

Vagina turns dark brown. The room darkens up to a dark red.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

What’s happening? Oh my vagina!

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

Oh my vagina! You must have gave

Queen Vagina the wrong medicine.

How could you?

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

I didn’t know, I mean, I thought I

knew what I was doing.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

This is not looking good for you,

or me. I have only a little more to

live and then I will be drowned by

your intense period.

QUEEN VAGINA

(weakly)

You must.......find the

medicine.....before it’s too

late....

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

We have to go back and teach that

kitty cat some manners.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

I’m ready when you are. Let’s go my

mighty daughter.
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CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

Let’s go my mighty vagina!

CUT TO:

INT.LABORATORY - CHEMICAL ROOM - DAY

Pink ’N Wet stands in a room lit by blue lights on the left

and right sides of the wall. He mixes too chemicals together

in a steaming pot.

Pink ’N Wet then grabs a spoon on the side and takes some of

the chemical. He drinks it and smiles.

CUT TO:

INT.THE VAGINA TREE - QUEEN VAGINA’S ROOM - DAY

Clit sits in the middle of the room, crying. Her head is

down as tears flow from her eyes.

CLIT ORIS

It’s hopeless mom. We will never

get to Poo Tang city in time to

catch Pink ’N Wet.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Maybe we can run there. Running is

sometimes faster than flying.

CLIT ORIS

I don’t know. How do you know it

will work?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I can smell it.

CLIT ORIS

Well.....can we at least thing of

some other things ways to get

there?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

I don’t see any other way we can

get to Poo Tang city, unless....

CLIT ORIS

Unless what? Tell me.
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Try this. Close your eyes and think

of the penis of a horse and your

father’s penis at the same time.

CLIT ORIS

I’m scared.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Don’t be, hun. I’ll help you

through it.

Clit closes her eyes.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Now imagine your father’s think and

juicy penis. I remember it as very

long and fat. Put that image in the

left side of your brain.

CLIT ORIS

Okay.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Now, imagine the hairy penis of a

horse. Unlike your father’s, it is

very skinny, but extremely long. It

most likely would destroy your

vagina if you ever decided to have

sex with a horse, which is fine by

me as long as you use a condom.

CUT TO:

EXT.CITY STREETS - DAY

Clit opens her eyes to see herself back in Poo Tang city.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

It worked! Thanks mom. I will

always think of you when I decide

to have sex with that horse.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Your welcome, hun. Let’s go get

Pink ’N Wet.

The ground starts to shake. Thousands of people run past

Clit in groups. They scream as they run by with their

families. A shadow covers Clit. She looks up. Now the size

of a skyscraper, Pink ’N Wet looks down at Clit.
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PINK ’N WET

Well, it looks like the cat is back

on top.

He raises his foot. Clit quickly dodges him as his foot hits

the ground, shaking it.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina! What in the world

will I ever do now?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Let me take care of this.

Clit suddenly grows magnificently in size. She is the exact

same height as Pink ’N Wet now.

PINK ’N WET

You think your size will scare me?

Ha! Prepare for some kitty litter.

CLIT ORIS

Prepare for some vagina whippings.

Pink ’N Wet kicks Clit hard. She falls backwards onto a

small house. Pink ’N Wet picks her up and throws her across

the city. She smashes into a 10 story apartment. Pink ’N Wet

walks up to her and holds her by the neck.

She spits in his eye.

PINK ’N WET

Gawwwwhhhhh!!!!

He rubs his eyes while walking backwards. Clit runs towards

him and jumps. She kicks him in the face. He falls flat on

his back on the streets. She bends down to pick him up, but

he bites her on the neck.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina!

Pink ’N Wet slaps her face with his left hand and then his

right hand. He then punches her in the nose. She stumbles on

a school bus and starts to fall. The back of her head hits a

stop sign as it slams to the ground.

Pink ’N Wet takes his white pants off and hangs them on a

skyscraper near him. His humongous erect penis shadows a

block of the city. The people in the city streets take

pictures in amazement.
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PINK ’N WET

It’s time for you to feel the power

of a kitten.

Clit looks up as Pink ’N Wet runs towards her with his erect

penis flying through the wind. Right before he gets to her,

she kicks his penis hard. Pink ’N Wet’s penis rips off of

his body.

It swings, flying through the air and soon disappears in the

distance. Gallons of blood gush out of the spot where Pink

’N Wet’s penis used to be.

PINK ’N WET

Gawwwhhhh!

CUT TO:

EXT.PARIS - NIGHT

It is quiet. The only lights on are the Eiffel Twoer lights.

There are no people out. Everything is calm and silent.

Suddenly, the broken penis of Pink ’N Wet’s flies right into

Paris. It swings faster and faster and faster.

Suddenly, it slams into the Eiffel Tower, breaking it in

half. The Eiffel Tower falls down.

CUT TO:

EXT.CITY STREETS - DAY

Clit slowly gets up and takes the stop sign that is stuck in

her head, out. Pink ’N Wet looks down at his bloody legs. He

looks up to see Clit running towards him. She dropkicks him

down to the ground.

She holds his hands down and sits on top of him.

PINK ’N WET

Purrrrrrrrrfect.

Pink ’N Wet headbutts Clit. She falls down on her back. He

gets up quickly and bends down. He puts one hand around her

neck, choking her.

The people on the city sidewalk take pictures of Clit’s big

vagina, which can be seen under her skirt.

Pink ’N Wet punches the vagina of Clit.
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CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina!

He punches it again.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina!

He punches it another time.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina!

Pink ’N Wet raises his fist to punch Clit’s vagina again,

but Clit kicks him in the face. He stumbles back against a

brick building.

Clit gets up and takes her skirt off. She holds it in her

hand. Clit walks up to Pink ’N Wet and swings her skirt over

hsi neck. She pulls it hard, choking him. He moves around,

trying to get her off of him, but can’t.

She stops choking him, he falls down on the ground.

CLIT ORIS

Where is the real medicine?

PINK ’N WET

(coughing)

I don’t have it. I gave it away to

someone.

CLIT ORIS

Who?

PINK ’N WET

(coughing)

The president. He is on his way to

his special space shuttle right now

at NASA.

CLIT ORIS

Of course! President va-Jay-Jay! He

has the medicine.

PINK ’N WET

Yes, now please, let me live! I beg

of you!

Clit grabs a long sharp pole on a building near her. She

points it to Pink ’N Wet.
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CLIT ORIS

Say meow kitty cat!

PINK ’N WET

Meow!

Clit slashes the sharp pole against Pink ’N Wet’s neck.

Blood squirts out onto the face of Clit. She smiles, puts

her skirt back on, and then closes her eyes.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Horse penis. Horse penis. Horse

penis.

Clit’s body floats in the air and she flies off into the

distance.

CUT TO:

INT.NASA - WAITING ROOM - DAY

President Va-Jay-Jay and Vice President Cooch sit besides

each other in a small room. In the president’s hands is a

box labeled "VAGINA#543."

VAG INA (19), the creator of NASA, opens the door into into

the waiting room. He is bald and wears an astronaut suit.

His helmet is on as well.

VAG INA

How are you folks doing today?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to VAG)

Fine. We made a reservation to take

the flight to Mars.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Okay. And what is your name?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

My name is President Va-Jay-Jay.

Sitting next to me is Vice

President Cooch.

VAG INA

Alright. Hang on and let me see if

you guys are on the list.

Vag leaves the room and closes the door behind him.
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PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

I bet we’re on the list.

The door opens up. Vag walks back into the door and closes

the door.

VAG INA

You’re on the list.

Congratulations.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

How much is the ride to Mars?

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

10 pesos.

President Va-Jay-Jay puts his hand in his pocket and pulls

out 11 pesos.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

I’m sorry. I only have 11 pesos.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Too bad. The cost is 10 pesos. If

you can’t afford it, I’m afraid you

will have to leave this room for a

little and have a time out.

President Va-Jay-Jay goes on his knees and drops the box he

was holding.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

Please accept my 11 pesos. I didn’t

mean to hurt your feelings.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

I’ll make you a deal.

Vag digs in his astronaut pants and takes out a scalpel. He

hands it to President Va-Jay-Jay.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

Is this the only way?
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VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

I’m afraid so.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

I will do as you wish.

President Va-Jay-Jay takes off his pants and underwear. He

places the 11 pesos on the ground. Then, he takes the

scalpel and starts cutting his penis open horizontally. As

he does this, blood and cum squirt out.

The president takes 1 peso from the ground and stuffs it in

his penis.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to himself)

Gooddddddd god!!!!!!!!!

Vag digs in his pants again and takes out a string. He puts

it on the floor.

President Va-Jay-Jay takes the string and starts to sew up

his cut open penis. Vag walks over and sits next to Vice

President Cooch.

VAG INA

(to Cooch)

So, what do you plan to do on Mars

when you arrive?

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Vag)

I was thinking of maybe fishing.

You know, a beautiful boat ride

would be nice.

VAG INA

(to Cooch)

On the news people have been saying

that aliens live on Mars. Do you

believe that?

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Vag)

Nah. I see immigrants here all the

time.

VAG INA

(to Cooch)

Where?
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VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Vag)

Well, you got to look in the right

places. I found one in the shower

with me once. Also, they are

attracted to female lizards.

VAG INA

(to Cooch)

Teach me more.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Vag)

I remember the first time I cheated

on my wife. She was making

breakfast and I told her I wanted

eggs. the next thing you know, I’m

in bed with my mother.

VAG INA

(to Cooch)

Lucky.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Vag)

Yeah. Some people just want to

watch their wives for the rest of

their life. Life isn’t about love

though, it’s about power.

VAG INA

(to Cooch)

Like the power of a microwave.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Vag)

Well said. Like the power of a

microwave.

President Va-Jay-Jay gets up with his sewn penis. He smiles

at Vag. Vag smiles back.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

I did it!

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Nicely done. Have a grape!

Vag goes into his pants pocket and pulls out a grape. He

throws it up in the air. President Va-Jay-Jay catches it in

his mouth.
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PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

Yummers!

VAG INA

So, before we leave do any of you

have a question about the trip?

President Va-Jay-Jay raises his hand.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Yes. What is your question.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

How long will the trip take? I kow

I should have asked in the chat

conversation, but I forgot to.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

About 15 minutes? Why do you ask?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

I get seasick very easily. It is

hard for me to stay on long rides

like this one.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

You have nothing to worry about. In

the space shuttle is ten packs of

lubricant. It should keep you busy.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(to Vag)

That’s good. I like to use a lot of

lubricant when I’m scared.

VAG INA

(to President Va-Jay-Jay)

Now hold on there, cowboy. You

can’t put too much lubricant on. If

you do, you might turn into a

vagina.

CUT TO:
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EXT.SKY - DAY

Clit’s huge body flies through the sky. While she is flying,

Clit puts her hand in her butt.

CLIT ORIS

I have a bad itch back there, mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

It is probably from me drugging you

and having butt sex with you.

CLIT ORIS

Yeah. Probably.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Next time someone wants to have

butt sex with you, be sure to use a

butt plug.

CLIT ORIS

What size?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Not sure. You have to find that out

for yourself, hun.

CLIT ORIS

Are you sure I am heading the right

way towards NASA?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Yes, hunny. I can feel it.

CLIT ORIS

I’m scared.

CUT TO:

INT.ORIS HOUSE - CLIT’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

The rat that Pe has been coming into is now 3 times the size

of Pe. Pe’s penis continues to stick into the mouth of the

rat. He is dripping with sweat.

PE NIS

This is the life.

The rat moves his head away from Pe.
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RAT

Hissssssss!!!!!!!!!!

The rat slams his huge jaws into the head of Pe. It clutches

onto him hard. He moves his head around in circles to get

his head free.

PE NIS

Aaaaaawwwwwwww!!!!!

Suddenly, the rat breaks off the head of Pe. The rat

swallows the head whole. Right after, the rat poops.

CUT TO:

INT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE - FLIGHT DECK - NIGHT

President Va-Jay-Jay and Vice President Cooch sit next to

each other. The president is in the driver seat and the nice

president is in the passenger seat. Buttons and switches

surround both of them.

The box with medicine in it sits between the two men.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Mr. President, do you happen to

have a wife?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Why yes, I do.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Do you have any pictures of her?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Yeah. Here let me get my favorite

picture of her out.

President Va-Jay-Jay unzips his pants and takes out his sewn

up penis. Vice President Cooch looks at it.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Wow, she’s beautiful.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Thanks. Me and her have been

married for what seems like forever

now.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

What’s her name?
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PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Well, I didn’t give her a name when

I married her. Therefore, I just

call her wife.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Really? I also call my partner,

wife.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Great.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Do you happen to have any kids?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

I used to have 5 kids. 2 girls, 3

boys, and 1 girl. They all died.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. How did

they die?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

The Black Plague.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

The Black Plague? Dam those black

people!

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

No. It wasn’t the blacks, at least,

not this time.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

My goodness! When did this happen?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

A week ago.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

I hope the White Plague does’t

happen anytime soon.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

We have a lot in common.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Yes, we do.

Vice President Cooch puts his hand on the leg of President

Va-Jay-Jay. They both look up at each other.
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VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Want to have sex?

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Yes, but only, and I mean only,

once we are 250 ft. in the air.

CUT TO:

EXT.COUNTRYSIDE - THE VAGINA TREE - NIGHT

The grass around the Vagina Tree is now dark brown. The

color of the tree is gray. The bright pink leaves that used

to cover the head of the Vagina Tree, are almost all gone

and lay on the floor. 3 bright pink leaves remain on the

tree.

CUT TO:

EXT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Clit lands quietly on the ground with her oversized body.

She opens her eyes. Surrounding her are space shuttles of

all different sizes. She looks around.

CLIT ORIS

Which one has the president in it?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

About the one below you?

Clit looks below her to find a space shuttle. On the side of

the shuttle are the words "THIS SPACE SHUTTLE BELONGS TO

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY."

Clit lifts her skirt up and bends up. She waves to her

vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Hi, mom!

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Hi, hunny.

Clit starts to slowly step back from the shuttle President

Va-Jay-Jay is in.

CUT TO:
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INT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE - FLIGHT DECK - NIGHT

Both President Va-Jay-Jay and Vice President Cooch look out

their front window to see the huge feet of Clit slowly

moving backwards.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

What the hell is that?

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

It looks like some type of

astronomical human.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

You mean, like an alien?

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Not just any alien. It’s a

vagalien.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Will it hurt us?

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

As long as it doesn’t suck us into

its vagina, we are safe.

CUT TO:

EXT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Clit stops backing up. She stands many feet away from the

president’s shuttle. Suddenly, she starts to run towards it.

CUT TO:

INT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE - FLIGHT DECK - NIGHT

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

It’s coming towards us!

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Hold me!

President Va-Jay-Jay hugs Vice President Cooch tightly as

Clit comes closer.

CUT TO:
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EXT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Clit gets close enough to the shuttle and kicks it hard wit

her foot. The shuttle flies up in the air, on its side and

smashes hard on the ground a few feet away. The entrance to

the shuttle opens

President Va-Jay-Jay, crawls out of the entrance to the

shuttle with his right hand. His left arm and both of his

legs are gone, decapitated by Clit’s hard kick to the

shuttle. His clothes are ripped and burnt.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

Mom, turn me small again.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Yes, hunny.

Clit shrinks to her regular size. She walks behind President

Va-Jay-Jay, who is still crawling on his stomach with all

his might. Clit reaches the president and stomps on his

back.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

What do you want from me? Money?

CLIT ORIS

Give me the medicine!

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

I don’t have it. Vice President

Cooch took the box.

Clit looks behind her and sees Cooch running in the

direction of a car nearby with the medicine box. Clit runs

after him. Vice President Cooch gets into a black van. He

drives off.

Clit gets into the car that was next to the black van. It is

a 1960 black Speedster. She drives after him.

CUT TO:

EXT.DIRT ROAD - NIGHT

Vice President Cooch drives onto a a deserted road, with no

cars. Clit follows, but her car starts to lose energy and

gradually slows.
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INT.DIRT ROAD - SPEEDSTER - NIGHT

Clit looks at the speed she is going with a confused face.

CLIT ORIS

What’s wrong? We are only going 60

miles per vagina.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Cooch must have known we were going

to get into this car and took away

most of the gas.

CLIT ORIS

Oh my vagina!

INT.DIRT ROAD - BLACK VAN - NIGHT

Vice President Cooch smiles as he looks in his rear view

mirror to see the speedster behind him, slowing down. in the

passenger seat of the van is the medicine box.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to himself)

I love myself. I really do.

He brings the window to the driver seat down and pokes his

head out of it, looking back at the speedster.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(to Clit)

You’ll never catch me now!

Vice President Cooch looks back in front of him. A cow

stands right in the middle of the road.

EXT.DIRT ROAD - NIGHT

COW

Moooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

INT.DIRT ROAD - BLACK VAN - NIGHT

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Nooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!
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INT.DIRT ROAD - SPEEDSTER - NIGHT

CLIT ORIS

Vaginaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!!!!!!

EXT.DIRT ROAD - NIGHT

The black van smashes through the cow, bursting blood, guts,

and meat everywhere. The black van tries to screech left,

but flips over on its side, off the road.

Clit stops her car on the side of the road, next to the

tipped over black van. She gets out. The door to the black

van slams open.

Vice President Cooch comes out, holding the medicine box. A

piece of glass is stuck in his head and is face is bloody

all over. The clothes he is wearing are covered in cow

blood. He jumps on the ground, and looks at Clit.

She puts her hand in her vagina, takes out the Puss-E gun

and aims it at him.

CLIT ORIS

It’s over Cooch! No more games!

Give me the medicine for my mom!

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

No. It isn’t fair! She doesn’t

deserve to be human. I need it more

than her.

CLIT ORIS

If you don’t give me the fucking

box right now, I will turn your

head into a vagina.

Vice President Cooch places the box on the ground. He slowly

backs away, while still looking at Clit.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

Fine, take it. I don’t need it. I

will find another one. Just you

watch.

Vice President Cooch runs away towards a mountain nearby.

Clit walks up to the box and opens it. Inside is a tiny

ounce of yellow powder in a bag.
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CLIT ORIS

We did it, mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

No sweetheart, you did it.

Clit smiles and rubs her vagina.

CUT TO:

EXT.MOUNTAIN - TOP - NIGHT

Vice President Cooch stands on top of a mountain. He watches

Clit go into her car and drive off. He starts to hear a

buzzing sound behind him. He turns. A huge cow, standing on

two legs, stands behind him with chainsaw in her hand.

VICE PRESIDENT COOCH

(frightened)

Now hold on! I didn’t mean to kill

that cow. Please. Have mercy!

KILLER COW

(angered)

Moooooo!!!!!!!!!

The cow pulls the chainsaw string. And slashes through the

body of Vice President Cooch vertically.

CUT TO:

INT.THE VAGINA TREE - QUEEN VAGINA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Clit teleports herself back to The Vagina Tree with the

medicine box in her hand. It is dark. The floor has loads of

blood on it.

Clit goes up to Queen Vagina, who is dark brown. She places

the medicine box on the ground and opens it. She takes out

the bag with the ounce of yellow powder in it.

CLIT ORIS

(to herself)

Here goes nothing.

She places the yellow powder inside the opening of Queen

Vagina. Nothing happens. Clit looks down and cries.

CLIT ORIS

Noooo!!!! It was the wrong one!
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CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

We have failed. I now have no

choice, but to become a dead

vagina.

Suddenly, blood stops dripping down the pours of the wall.

Clit looks up at the walls. Cum starts to slowly flow down

the pours of the walls again. The room turns pink. Queen

Vagina turns bright pink.

Clit looks behind her. The ceiling to the hallway leading to

Queen Vagina’s room drips down with water.

QUEEN VAGINA

(to Clit)

Thank you. You have relieved me and

the spirit of the vagina as well.

Your mom now can now resurrect and

come back as a human.

Clit runs up to Queen Vagina and hugs her.

CLIT ORIS

Thank you soooooo much!

QUEEN VAGINA

Lie down. Close your eyes. In the

morning, we will do the procedure.

CLIT ORIS

Why do we have to wait? I want to

meet my mom now.

QUEEN VAGINA

The best things in life are ones

you have to wait for.

CLIT ORIS

I don’t understand though. Can’t we

just do it now?

QUEEN VAGINA

Ha! You’re such a naive girl. You

remind me of myself, before I

became a vagina.

CLIT ORIS

I don’t think of myself as naive.

Why must I wait?

QUEEN VAGINA

I only have so much power, until I

must re-charge. I have lost my

(MORE)
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QUEEN VAGINA (cont’d)

power since we last talked. It

should be regenerated by the

morning.

CLIT ORIS

What if it isn’t? What if I went

through this journey for nothing?

QUEEN VAGINA

It will be. Now, lie down and get

some rest. You have a big day

tomorrow.

CLIT ORIS

Promise me that you will fix my mom

in the morning? After, I will go to

sleep.

QUEEN VAGINA

I promise.

Clit lies down and closes her eyes. She suddenly gets up and

waves to her vagina.

CLIT ORIS

(to Clito)

Goodnight, mom.

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

(to Clit)

Goodnight, Clit.

CUT TO:

EXT.NASA - SPACE SHUTTLE PARKING LOT - NIGHT

President Va-Jay-Jay lies down, looking at the sky. He

breathes heavily.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

(screaming)

Hello? Is anyone here? I’m dying of

blood loss and need an ambulance!

Suddenly, he sees the bloody head of the killer cow,

blocking his view of the sky. The killer cow holds his

bloody chainsaw in his hands.

PRESIDENT VA-JAY-JAY

Who the fuck are you?
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The killer cow pulls the chainsaw string and crashes it into

the stomach of President Va-Jay-Jay. The president’s body

shakes while his organs lash out of him and into the air.

CUT TO:

INT.THE VAGINA TREE - QUEEN VAGINA’S ROOM - MORNING

Clit slowly opens her eyes and stands up. She looks at Queen

Vagina, who is glowing bright red.

QUEEN VAGINA

Good morning to you. Are you ready

to see your mom?

CLIT ORIS

Yes, Queen Vagina.

QUEEN VAGINA

Clito, are you ready to become a

woman again?

CLITO ORIS (O.S.)

Yes, please.

QUEEN VAGINA

Lay down, my child. Take your skirt

off, close your eyes, and think of

only good thoughts.

Clit takes her skirt off and lies back down. She smiles and

closes her eyes. Queen Vagina turns dark pink.

Clit’s eyes shoot wide open. Her mouth gasp open as well.

She tilts her head up to see the hand of her mom coming out

of her vagina.

CLIT ORIS

Aaahhhh!!!!!! It hurts so

badly!!!!!!

Soon, the arm of mom slips out. It is bloody. Clit breathes

heavily, fast. She starts to sweat as she looks down at the

arm sticking out of her vagina, moving around.

Suddenly, Queen Vagina loses color and becomes pure white.

The walls automatically become dry. The room gets quiet. It

goes into darkness.

CUT TO:
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EXT.COUNTRYSIDE - THE VAGINA TREE - MORNING

The Vagina Tree, slowly turns back into it’s rich color of

brown. Pink leaves start to increase significantly on each

branch of the Vagina Tree. The grass around the Vagina Tree

turns into the brightest green it has ever been.

A hole appears at the very top of The Vagina Tree. The

ground starts to rumble and shake frantically.

All of the sudden, billions of vaginas, of all shapes and

sizes, burst out of the hole. They fly up in the air, making

the sky seem like it is completely pink. The vaginas fall to

the ground, around the Vagina Tree.

As the vaginas continue to burst out of the hole, the sun

slowly comes up behind the Vagina Tree.

CUT TO:

INT.WHITE ROOM - UNKNOWN TIME

Schlong sits in a chair to the very left of a room

completely white. Tool sits opposite of him in a chair, to

the very left of the room.

In the middle of them is a long and wide table that is

white. In the middle of the table is a vagina.

Schlong and Tool stare at each other.

SCHLONG

The end.

TOOL

Yes, the end.

SCHLONG

So, you’ve come back.

TOOL

It has ended now. We can return.

SCHLONG

Yes, it seems as if all has ended.

Words, sentences, rhymes, and even

phrases have ended.

TOOL

Are you ready?
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SCHLONG

Are we ready?

Blood slowly starts to flow out of the vagina on the table.

It leads itself off the table, making a long drip noise. The

vagina soon bubbles with blood as it continues to flow out.

The room slowly gets filled with more and more blood as the

vagina bubbles.

TOOL

We will see each other again, won’t

we?

SCHLONG

Only when the story ends.

TOOL

Please, tell me about ends? What

are ends?

SCHLONG

Ends are words used to kill or

destroy something. Ends exist in

all stories, people, and places.

TOOL

Will we end?

SCHLONG

No, not untill it is our time to

end. For the past is what makes us

who we are. An end can’t just

abruptly happen.

TOOL

Unless, it was meant to end like

that.

SCHLONG

I never heard of such a silly tale.

Who would waste their time doing

something in order to find an end?

TOOL

A genius.

SCHLONG

But what kind of genius?

TOOL

No one knows.

Schlong smiles at Tool. She smiles back at him.
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The blood soon reaches the knee of both Schlong and Tool.

They both continue to smile at each other.

SCHLONG

How much longer will this go on?

TOOL

It depends. How long must we go on?

SCHLONG

Till it ends.

TOOL

The end is coming.

SCHLONG

The beginning is ending.

TOOL

The ending is only the beginning of

the end.

SCHLONG

I only wish the end could come

sooner. The later the better.

TOOL

But the end isn’t going to come.

Not now, now ever.

SCHLONG

Endings come and go. As long as we

believe in an ending, there is an

ending.

TOOL

Without endings, there is no

beginning.

SCHLONG

Who said anything about a

beginning? Not me.

Th amount of blood is so much that now the vagina is being

lifted off the table by the massive amount of blood. The

blood reaches the stomach of Schlong and Tool.

TOOL

Tell me, what does it mean?

SCHLONG

Take a look in the pink spot.

You’ll find out.
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TOOL

What is the pink spot?

SCHLONG

It’s the end.

The blood rises to the neck of both Tool and Schlong.

TOOL

End?

SCHLONG

Not yet.

TOOL

When?

SCHLONG

When is the right question. When

does something end? When does

something start? When does

something die? When does something

live?

TOOL

The answers are simple, aren’t

they?

SCHLONG

Simple to those who know what a

beginning, middle, and ending is.

Tell me, what is the answer?

TOOL

Time.

The blood rises over the head of both Tool and Schlong. As

this happens, they do not move. The vagina shoots out cum

into the huge amount of blood raising it. Suddenly, the

blood stops coming out of the vagina.

The blood slowly disappears through the ground. The vagina

slowly comes down. Schlong and Tool have disappeared from

the room. The blood is soon completely gone. The vagina lays

on the table.

The room that was once white is now covered in blood. The

walls, the table, the chairs, and everything else is covered

in blood. The vagina starts to float in the air.

VAGINA

Queef!
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FADE OUT:

THE END


